
BEDROOM:  
JENNIFER LEONARD

Nifelle Design’s mission is to  
create beautiful, functional, and authentic 
spaces that reflect each individual client. 
Designer Jennifer Leonard is proud to 
lead a service-oriented firm known for 
listening to its clients’ needs and 
achieving their goals in a collaborative 
manner. 

I really love the master bedroom we 
designed. It feels calm and cozy, but also 
sassy and a bit sexy! The Currey & 
Company chandelier was the first piece I 
selected for our Build A Room. It 
dramatically takes center stage, yet easily 
harmonizes with the other pieces to 
create that perfect balance. The Oly bed 
strikes a chord with the horse hoof legs 
reminding me of my youth spent riding 
competitively - I love it so!  And as a 
person who feels deeply connected to 
animals and the great outdoors, adding 
some of those elements or playful nods 
such as this Lily's Living marble dog 
statue, makes a room feel personal and 
more meaningful. For a master bedroom 
it's imperative to create a personal design 
that speaks to one's needs and character 
but provides a bit of fantasy as well.

FEATURED LINES:

1. 
Wendover Art Group, 

A114, C378
2.  

OLY Studio, C596K
4. & 15. 

PALECEK, C498 
3., 12. & 13.   

Lilys Living, C355
5. & 7.

Global Views/ 
Studio A Home,  

A153, A154  
6.  

Feizy Rugs, C180 
8.  

Currey & Company, C398 
9. 

Area West, A120 
10. 

Arteriors, C379
11.

Uttermost, B400, B420
14.  

Visual Comfort, A109

Area West:
Lee Jofa, Kaya Ii - Sky

Area West:
Lee Jofa, Cala - Indigo
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Wendover Art Group – Strie Meditation 1: Love this more modern piece above the Mia dresser. Wendover is my favorite art company to source from 
- so much variety and customization, so easy to work with!

OLY Studio – Bed: HOW MUCH DO I LOVE THIS OLY BED!?! Oh my word. So. Much. I have the dining table from this collection as the work table in 
our client meeting room, and it makes me happy every day. The horse hoof legs?! This design takes me back to my days of riding competitively... I 
love it so! 

PALECEK – Side Table by Chaise: We used this fossilized clam shell table recently in a project, and it is even more fabulous in person! A perfect mix 
of natural organic beauty, which Palecek is so good at delivering! 

Lily’s Living - White Jade Abacus Bead - We love specifying product from Lily's Living. First off, Lily is lovely. Secondly, she has unique and beautiful 
products! 

Lily’s Living – Vintage Green Vase: Pretty :) 

Lily’s Living – White Marble Dog: I'm not sure I've ever designed a room without at least a nod to an animal... and dogs are perhaps my favorite. This 
reminds me of our furry unpaid intern Kipper - the sweetest yellow lab. He career changed from Guide Dogs for the Blind to Nifelle Design, where he 
specializes in boosting morale and giving kisses ;) 

Global Views – Bench: This sassy spike bench from Global Views is a fave. I've used the smaller size in pairs, they pack just the right amount of 
punch. 

Global Views – Fountain Bedside Chest: So chic! I love the fluting, the curves, and the honed white marble top. So good. And with the Oly bed... 
perfection. 

Feizy – Colworth rug: I love using high quality hand knotted rugs, and this beauty from Feizy does not disappoint. I find the colors and movement so 
calming for a bedroom. 

Currey & Company – Light Fixture: Perhaps the best fixture, ever. I have this beauty in the silver leaf finish in my own bedroom, and it is a 
showstopper. It is both naturally organic in its branchy design, and stunningly beautiful as it "drips with quartz crystals". This was the first piece I 
selected for this Build the Room - I knew it must take center stage and I would built the beauty around it! 
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Area West – Wallpaper: I love the subtle shimmer and tease of blue this grasscloth offers. Plus, it's grasscloth. Always a good idea. 

Arteriors – Chaise: I love this sexy new number from Arteriors, perfect for a boudoir. 

Uttermost – Mirrors Above Bedside Tables: Uttermost is a go-to for mirrors. We love this simple yet sassy design above the nightstands, which will 
hold up nicely next the Oly poster bed. 

Visual Comfort & Co. – Bedside Table Lamp: A gorgeous new intro from Visual comfort. I love the variation in the ocean blue ceramic glaze, such a 
beautiful piece from Barbara Barry - who is the queen of calming and serene interiors. 

PALECEK – ONSHORE Dresser: The Jeffery Alan Marks collection for Palecek feels both airy and substantial at the same time. This dresser boasts a 
hardwood frame, and with subtle details like reeded door fronts and a faux shagreen top, it really elevates the piece. 

Lee Jofa – Bench Fabric: Love this charming Lee Jofa print for the Spike bed end bench! 

Lee Jofa – Threads – Chaise Fabric: This plush tweed from Threads will upholster so handsomely on our chaise - a nice counterbalance to the 
femininity in the room. 
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